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Abstract

In this paper, we present an all-optical regeneration technique based on spectral filtering of self-similar parabolic pulses (similaritons). In particular, we demonstrate numerically and experimentally that ghost-pulses, which occur in the zero bit slots of telecommunication pulse trains, can be effectively suppressed. These results are obtained with a 40-Gb/s pulse train. © 2005 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 060.4510, 060.4370, 190.5530.
In strongly pulse-overlapped return-to-zero fiber transmission systems, a major limitation is introduced by intra-channel four-wave mixing which manifests itself by the generation of ghost-pulses in zero bit slots and results in a significant increase of the bit-error rate. Several methods have been proposed to regenerate high bit rate pulse trains and to reduce noise and ghost-pulse energy at the end of transmission lines. These methods include wavelength converters based on cross-phase modulation, spectral slicing of self-phase modulation (SPM) broadened spectrum, four-wave mixing and nonlinear optical loop mirror.

In this Letter we propose an alternative method based on similariton generation in optical fiber amplifiers. Similaritons, or self-similar parabolic pulses, have been observed experimentally in rare-earth-doped fiber and Raman amplifiers. Similaritons represent particularly interesting solutions of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLSE) with gain and normal dispersion. The similariton temporal and spectral intensities are both characterized by smooth linearly-chirped parabolic shapes, towards which, any arbitrary input pulse of given energy will converge, irrespective of its specific pulse profile or duration. Furthermore, the similariton chirp is independent of the input pulse energy and depends only on the gain and dispersion of the amplifier. These remarkable properties have been successfully exploited for different applications such as pulse compression, pulse synthesis, or high-power ultrashort fiber laser. Here, we take advantage of the similariton properties to regenerate a 40-Gb/s pulse train at the end of a transmission line. The basic idea is to transform the initial signal pulses into similaritons and to subsequently slice and dechirp the broad spectrum of the similaritons by means of a frequency-shifted filter and a dispersion compensating fiber.

Let us first consider the evolution of a pulse train in the normal-dispersion regime of a fiber with distributed gain, provided either by Raman or Erbium pumping. Evolution of the slowly varying envelope $E(z,t)$ of the electric field in such an amplifier can be described by
the standard NLSE with distributed gain $g(z)$. For an amplification with a constant longitudinal gain $g$, it has been demonstrated that the NLSE admits an asymptotic solution which can be written as:  

$$E(z,t) = A_o \exp(gz/3) \sqrt{1 - \left(\frac{t}{T(z)}\right)^2} \exp\left[i\left(\varphi(z) - \frac{C}{2}t^2\right)\right], \mid t \leq T(z)$$  

with $E(z,t) = 0$ for $|t| > T(z)$. Here, $\varphi(z)$ is a phase term, $C = g/3\beta_2$, $A_o$ is a constant amplitude term $A_o = 1/2 \left(gU_{in}/\sqrt{\gamma\beta_2/2}\right)^{1/3}$ where $U_{in}$ is the initial pulse energy, $\beta_2$ and $\gamma$ are the group-velocity dispersion and nonlinear coefficients, respectively, and $T(z)$ is the temporal width given by $T(z) = (6A_o/g)\sqrt{\gamma\beta_2/2}\exp(gz/3)$. This solution describes a self-similar pulse with a parabolic shape and a linear chirp. Such similariton pulses are generated asymptotically, independently of the input specific pulse shape and the output pulse parameters are only determined by the input energy. The most important feature here is that, during the amplification process, the spectrum of the amplified pulse broadens and tends to have a parabolic shape with a strictly linear chirp:

$$\tilde{E}(z,\omega) = A_o\sqrt{C} \exp(gz/3) \sqrt{1 - \left(\frac{\omega}{\Omega(z)}\right)^2} \exp\left[i\left(\psi(z) - \frac{\omega^2}{2C}\right)\right], \mid \omega \leq \Omega(z)$$

with $\tilde{E}(z,\omega) = 0$ for $|\omega| > \Omega(z)$, and $\psi(z)$ is a phase term. The pulse spectral width increases exponentially with the propagation distance and only depends on the initial pulse energy and fiber parameters: $\Omega(z) = A_o\sqrt{2\gamma/\beta_2} \exp(gz/3)$. The regeneration mechanism presented in this paper is essentially based on these remarkable properties.

We consider first the self-similar parabolic amplification of a 40-GHz pulse train containing only "ones". The NLSE with distributed gain $g(z)$ has been solved numerically
using the standard split-step Fourier propagation method. Without any loss of generality, in the following we will focus our attention on the backward Raman amplification configuration with a pump power of 1.8 W. The Raman amplifier consists of a standard non-zero dispersion shifted fiber (NZ-DSF) with the following parameters: fiber length $L = 1800$ m, dispersion $D = -1.8$ ps/nm/km, slope $S = 0.07$ ps/nm$^2$/km and linear losses $\alpha = 0.3$ dB/km. For convenience, these parameters correspond to those used in the experiment discussed below.

Figure 1(a1) shows the spectrum of the pulse train at the amplifier input. Self-similar amplification in the NZ-DSF leads to spectral broadening, while keeping a smooth spectral shape, as illustrated in Figs. 1(b1) and (c1) for an average input power $P_{av}$ of 40 mW and 230 mW, respectively. We verify that the initial Gaussian pulse train [Fig. 1(a2)] transforms itself into a parabolic pulse train as the input average power increases [Figs. 1(b2) and (c2)].

Basically, our regenerative method is based on this energy-dependent spectral broadening to discriminate high-energy pulses ("ones") from low-energy pulses ("ghost-pulses") using a bandpass filter whose center frequency is shifted with respect to the original signal carrier frequency. Indeed, high-energy input pulses transform themselves into similaritons with a broad and smooth spectrum and are thus partially passed by the filter, whereas low-energy input pulses, which have not yet reached the self-similar asymptotic regime, remain spectrally narrow and are thus rejected by the filter. The filter transmission profile is represented in Fig. 1 as dashed line.

We emphasize that the similariton-based regenerator presents several remarkable properties which differentiate it from the SPM-based regenerator. Indeed, similariton-broadened spectrum has a smooth profile, whereas SPM-broadened spectrum is generally accompanied by oscillatory structures covering the entire frequency range, and fiber parameters should be carefully optimized to minimize these spectral ripples. Moreover, the spectrum and chirp obtained by SPM both depend on the details of the initial pulse (shape,
chirp and energy), leading to amplitude and time fluctuations of the regenerated pulses.  

In particular, pulses with different initial intensities acquire different amounts of SPM-induced chirp at the fiber output, resulting in timing jitter.  

In contrast, the similariton-based spectral broadening only depends on the input pulse energy, and the similariton-induced chirp only depends on the amplifier parameters, so that amplitude and timing jitters are strongly reduced. On the other hand, chirp compensation at the similariton regenerator output can be simply performed since all filtered pulses have identical chirp profiles.

To study in more details the properties of the similariton-based regenerator, we consider now a pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) which has propagated in an usual practical transmission line. Figures 2(a) and (b) represent the eye diagram of this pulse train at the input and output of the transmission line, respectively. Due to nonlinear pulse to pulse interactions, ghost-pulses have been generated during propagation through the transmission line. Figure 2(c) illustrates the pulse train generated at the similariton generator output. The eye diagram after filtering is shown in Fig. 2(d). The average power at the regenerator input was 100 mW and the filter offset was 100 GHz. Ghost pulses and noise are now reduced by more than 25 dB, compared to the “ones” level. On the other hand, a 12 % reduction of the timing jitter was calculated between the PRBS train before regeneration [Fig. 2(b)] and the corresponding PRBS train obtained at the output of the similariton-based regenerator [Fig. 2(d)].

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 3. The 40-Gb/s pulse train was obtained by temporally multiplexing two 20-GHz pulse trains emitted near 1550 nm from a home-built laser source. One of the two 20-GHz pulse trains corresponds to the “ones” whereas the other represents artificial ghost pulses. The 20-GHz source generates transform-limited pedestal-free pulses with 9-ps duration by means of the technique of multiwave mixing temporal
compression of an initial dual-frequency beat signal in a standard single mode fiber (SMF-28). A variable attenuator was used to control the peak power ratio between the "ones" and the ghost pulses. The 40-Gb/s signal pulses were subsequently amplified to the desired average power level by an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) and sent into the 1800-m NZ-DSF with normal dispersion. A 1.8-W cw beam delivered by a 1450-nm Raman laser was injected into the NZ-DSF in a backward configuration. A Gaussian filter with a center wavelength at 1548.6 nm and a 3-dB bandwidth of 60 GHz was used at the similariton generator output to select only a part of the similariton spectrum. Chirp compensation of the regenerated signal pulses was achieved by means of a short piece of standard single mode fiber. The regenerated and dechirped signal pulse train was characterized by means of a second-harmonic optical autocorrelator.

Figure 4(a) shows the autocorrelation traces of the 40-Gb/s pulse train obtained at the similariton generator input (circles) and output for different values of the filter offset $\Delta f$ (dashed, dotted and solid lines). For $\Delta f = 200$ GHz (solid line), we clearly observe that the ghost-pulses have been successfully suppressed whereas the “ones” remain mainly unchanged. On the other hand, for a constant value of the filter offset, $\Delta f = 200$ GHz, we have measured output versus input proportion of the ghost-pulse energy with respect to the “ones” energy. The experimental results reported in Fig. 4(b) show that the ghost-pulses are efficiently suppressed even for high input energies. More precisely, the output ghost energy proportion remains less than 1% as long as the input ghost energy proportion is less than about 20%. Let us note that the threshold for ghost pulse suppression can be simply adjusted by changing the filter frequency detuning. As expected, the transfer function of the similariton generator is nonlinear so that only high-power pulses are transmitted. Moreover, we verify from Fig. 4(b) that when the ghost energy becomes comparable to the “ones” energy, the ghost pulses are totally transmitted by the similariton generator.
In conclusion, we have presented an all-optical regeneration technique based on similariton generation. This technique has been successfully applied to suppress noise and ghost pulses in a 40-Gb/s pulse train. Theoretical predictions were confirmed by experimental results. An interesting straightforward extension of our work could be to use the similaritons for PRBS regeneration at the end of an experimental telecommunication line.
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Figure captions

Fig. 1. Illustration of the spectral broadening associated with parabolic pulse generation. Intensity spectra in a logarithmic scale of a 40-GHz pulse train: (a1) at the fiber input, (b1) and (c1) after amplification in the NZ-DSF for $P_{av} = 40\,\text{mW}$ and $230\,\text{mW}$, respectively. The dashed line represents the transmission profile of the optical filter. (a2), (b2) and (c2) represent the corresponding pulse trains.

Fig. 2. Eye diagrams for a 40-Gb/s pseudo-random bit sequence. (a) initial pulse train, (b) after propagation through a transmission line, (c) after self-similar amplification in the NZ-DSF, and (d) after filtering with a filter offset of 100 GHz.

Fig. 3. Experimental set-up. VA: variable attenuator, EDFA: erbium doped fiber amplifier, BPF: optical bandpass filter.

Fig. 4. (a) Experimental autocorrelation traces of the 40-Gb/s pulse train at the Raman amplifier input (circles) and output for different values of the filter offset. (b) Experimental output versus input proportion of ghost pulse energy for a filter offset of 200 GHz.
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